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D
espite the quantum leap in computing performance, semantic retrieval of multimedia remains
an unsolved problem. At the heart of the challenge is managing semantics. A retrieval engine
works to bring together a set of documents that are relevant to a query. However, humans are
endowed with such sophisticated relational competence that we effortlessly relate a concept to a
great many others. For example, when we search for rose, we may relate it with a prickly fra-
grant flower, a person named Rose, or equally, a rock band called Guns N’ Roses. Consequently, retrieving
multimedia requires a means by which semantics can be specified and a mechanism through which relevant
documents can be brought together. In this article, we describe a retrieval approach based on concept lan-
guages. We show how the latter can be used as a compelling means to express semantics and demonstrate
how it can serve as an efficient mechanism to collocate documents.
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EARLIER WORKS 
In content-based retrieval (CBR), the main approach has so far
centered on the use of perceptual features—i.e., audio and
visual descriptors extracted from a document [1], [2]. At first,
perceptual features were used to facilitate similarity search,
where perceptually similar documents were collocated by fea-
ture matching based on the query-by-example (QBE) paradigm
[3]. Later, they were used to
generate visual content sum-
mary following the clip-scene-
shot model. For instance, in
[4], a reference frame from
each shot was used to facilitate
fast browsing comparable to
fast-forward and fast-rewind of a VCR. In [5] and [6], key
frames of shots were extracted and used to serve as visual sum-
maries and thus allowing a video to be characterized by a man-
ageable sum of images representing perceptually distinct
segments of content. The use of key frames thus extends effi-
cient navigation. Once a table of key frames is constructed, one
can quickly skim through a video and navigate nonlinearly by
means of key frame selection. 
Beyond video summarization, CBR has also made use of
natural languages. Whenever speech or caption is accessible in
a video such as in a news broadcast, semantics can be repre-
sented by information recovered from natural language modal-
ity by means of speech and character recognition. Along this
line, many riveting works have been reported. In [7], written
words in videos were recognized and indexed, and in [8],
speech recognition was used to recover natural language text
from the narrative of the news. Meanwhile, where no verbal
language is available, CBR has seen the return to perceptual
features. At first, QBE is used where an object or event is
decomposed into a set of perceptual features by hierarchical
abstraction [9]. For instance, to search for car in [10], each
sampled video frame was divided into a group of cells where
color features were computed. Consequently, corresponding
features of an example query of car were derived and used to
measure similarity through feature matching. In practice,
example queries in the form of images [11], trajectory sketches
[12], video clips [13], an assemblage of audiovisual objects
[14], and many more have been proposed. But sensibly,
expressing semantics by audiovisual examples can be quite
problematic. Thus, subsequent works tend to avoid rigid appli-
cation of QBE. In [15], a semantic visual template scheme was
proposed to map semantics to perceptual features, thus allow-
ing the use of predefined semantic classes. Along this line,
more recent works have focused on the use of various statisti-
cal learning techniques to operate semantic retrieval
[16]–[19]. As an example, the search for explosion in [16] was
performed by using HMMs over a set of features comprising
color histograms, difference between the histograms in succes-
sive frames, and a spaced filter bank of audio signal. 
The use of statistical learning model deserves further con-
sideration. In the approach, semantic retrieval is operated as a
supervised learning problem, which upon training, can classify
a new image or video shot into some semantic classes. Let p
denote the set of perceptual features and c ∈{ c1, c2,...,cn}
denote the corresponding semantic class. A training example is
a pair (p, c) consisting of a set of perceptual features and its
associated semantic class and denotes the set of training
instances that a classifier uses. A semantic retrieval operation
comprises an indexing classifi-
er function f, which maps per-
ceptual features to semantic
classes. The aim of the learning
is to find f that correctly pre-
dict c = f(p) for a new set of p.
Following [19], it is arguable
that such an operation suffers from several shortcomings.
Firstly, when c, p, and l are fixed as in [16]–[18], the classifier
is static and thereby unable to recognize an instance of new
semantics, as p will always be classified into one of the existing
categories in c. Conversely, if an unbounded c is desirable, the
classifier will be condemned to learn and memorize each and
every possible semantic expression in the universe and thus
forgoing the powerful feature of logic and post-indexing com-
putation as all semantics such as apple, red apple, banana,
green banana, apple and banana, and red apple and green
banana will be indexed independently. Furthermore, the
approach lacks support for an intuitive query regime. If an
instance of misclassification was discovered or poor results had
been returned, no remedy can be intuitively performed.
SEMANTICS AND CONCEPT LANGUAGES
Two language systems are used in multimedia communication.
The multiplicity of expression medium in multimedia has been
well recognized in earlier works [20], [21]. In addition to natural
language text, semantics in multimedia is also represented in
other forms. For example, a news video about a tsunami event
would convey information that is far richer than the narrative
alone. The audience can see, hear, and feel the effect of the
tsunami, while listening to the reporter’s remarks about the sta-
tistics. It follows that two language systems exist for communi-
cation in a multimedia document. One is natural language and
the other nonverbal concept language. The notion of concept
language here is a rather loose one. It covers all other conven-
tional methods of communication, including the systems of
signs and rules such as body language, painterly language, and
the artificial languages of chess and the solitaire game. 
A concept language has syntactic and semantic structures.
As with natural languages, a concept language comprises a
set of vocabulary elements and the associated rules of gram-
mar. The vocabulary and grammar of natural languages such
as English are well conceived, while those of concept lan-
guages are much less featured. Nevertheless, their accessibil-
ity is mandatory in multimedia content understanding. For
instance, to make sense of a solitaire game video, the audi-
ence will need to know the set of cards and the rules of how
the game is played. In this context, the nonverbal semantics
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of a multimedia document is the meanings expressed by
using some concept languages. It is the disembodied mes-
sages signified by a particular set of vocabulary elements
structured according to some grammar rules of a concept
language. The concept language is thus just another lan-
guage. The relationship between semantics and its represen-
tation can then be established in the same way as Saussure’s
signifié and signifiant [22].
RETRIEVAL BY CONCEPT LANGUAGES
To account for nonverbal semantics in multimedia, a retrieval
system should deal with its concept languages. This proposi-
tion is a natural extension of the way we organize information
in text retrieval. As nonverbal content of multimedia is com-
municated with a certain concept language, their retrieval is
best performed by indexing documents with the vocabulary
elements of that concept language and to represent queries by
using those vocabulary elements. Perhaps we can draw a con-
venient analogy between this approach and full-text indexing.
In the parlance of the latter, we seek to locate all distinct words
of a concept language and the grammar rules by which phrases
and sentences are formed by using words of that language.
Subsequently, the words are indexed and the grammar rules
are used to operate search. Retrieval for more extensive
semantic queries can then be delivered by postindexing coordi-
nation of the indexes (words) with the phrase building opera-
tors. To distinguish the vocabulary elements and grammar of
the concept language from the natural language counterparts,
we call the vocabulary elements of a concept language elemen-
tal-concepts or elecepts and the grammar a concept grammar.
This approach is more formally outlined as follows:
1) Given a concept domain C = (c1, c2, c3,...,cN), where 
N is the number of concepts of interest in the domain. Factor
C into a set of E = (e1, e2, e3,...,en) and 
R = (r1, r2, r3,...,rm) such that c = f(e, r); where e
comprises a finite set of elecepts, r is a finite set of grammar
operators, and f is the function used to generate a concept of
interest in C by using the elements of E and R.
2) To index a document d, d is subject to an elecept analysis
process in which each occurrence of the elecepts is to be
detected. The document d can then be indexed by using an
inverted index of the elecept terms. In addition, elecept
sequence and other information can also be recorded.
3) The retrieval operation can then be operated as a satisfia-
bility check. Given an interpretation I a pair of ( I,•I)
where  I is the domain of the interpretation and • I is an
interpretation function which assigns to every concept C a set
CI ⊆  I and every grammar role r a binary relation
RI ⊆  I ×  I. A query of concept C is satisfiable with
respect to the grammar R(R |= C) if there exists a model I of
R such that CI is a nonempty set.
4) Alternatively, a document d can be indexed by using a vec-
tor  wd = (w1d, w2d, w3d,...wkd,...,wnd)where  wkd
denotes the weight for the kth elecept term. Following [23],
wkd can be computed by
wkd =
freqkd ∗ discrimk
norm
,
where tf × idf can be used. freqkd is the frequency of elecept
k occurs in document d, discrimk is the discriminating fac-
tor of the kth elecept in the corpus, and norm is the normal-
ization factor. In this case, retrieval can be computed by
using the vector space similarity measure.
To further introduce the approach, let us consider a bizarre
retrieval project in which we are asked to index one billion
beams of electromagnetic radiation received from an extrater-
restrial source. The beams have been studied; each is known to
contain only two hexatridecimal numbers connected by an
arithmetic operator. The operator is either α or ω. Each number
has a value that ranges 1–1,679,616. Our aim is to build a con-
tent-based retrieval system for the beam archive. To operate the
task, we may do the following:
■ Derive a large set of content-based features; index them in
the database; and slowly train a classifier to classify each beam
into one of the 1,679,616×2×1,679,616 
= 5.6 trillion possible semantic classes. 
■ Observing that a number can be decomposed into a unique
product of prime factors, use a factorization algorithm to
derive ep = (ep1, ep2, ep3,..., epn), where ep is a vector of n
prime factors required to compose all the numbers in the
beams  ep = (1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11,...,1,679,609).
Subsequently, detect ep from each beam and index the beam
with the weights:
Wd = [(w1da, w2da, w3da,...wkda,...,wnda)(sd)
× (w1db, w2db, w3db,...wkdb,...,wndb)],
where sd ={ 0,1} with 0 represents α and 1 represents
ω; wkda and wkdb consecutively denote the weights for the
kth prime factor term for the first and second number in the
beam. For example, if a beam d contains 10010 α 11,00010,
the associated elecept weight vector will contain two nonzero
weights for the first number: w2da = w4da = 2, sd = 0, and
three nonzero weights for the second number:
w2db = 3, w4db = 3, and w6db = 1, as 100 = 22 × 52 and
11,000 = 23 × 53 × 111.
■ Having learned that the numbers in the beams are hexa-
tridecimal (A36), a corresponding concept language can be
devised. A classifier is thus required to detect only 38 elecepts
(α, ω, 0, 1, 2, ..., 8, 9, A, B, C, ..., Y, Z) associated with the
hexatridecimal codes along with the two arithmetic opera-
tors. The classifier should also be equipped with knowledge
that each beam comprises two numbers separated by an
arithmetic operator and that each number may run up to
four elecepts in length. To index the beams, an inverted index
of the elecept terms can be devised.
It may seem trivial, but the project lends us some insight about
the operation. The first operation is undesirable, as it may involve
the classification of 5.6 trillion semantic classes while offering lim-
ited semantic expressiveness. It is like building a language without
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then how a search for those beams where the first number is
greater than the second one can be specified and operated. In that
respect, the second operation offers some improvement. It sup-
ports better semantic expressiveness through elecept term weight-
ing. It also lessens the classification requirement. The number of
elecepts to be detected is reduced to a maximum of 126,728 ele-
cepts comprising 126,726 prime factors and two arithmetic opera-
tors. In practice, however, this remains a very large number. The
last operation provides the best
attack. As the index language
matches the concept language
used in the beams, our classifier
will need to deal only with the
detection of 38 elecepts. These
elecepts in turn can be coordi-
nated to extend over the 5.6 trillion expressions ever possibly
found in the beams. As to what those numbers and signs actually
mean, we would leave them to the reading of those who use our
retrieval system. For now, let us return to ordinary business. In the
next two sections, we consider the operation of two real-life appli-
cations—one for dealing with the color artistry and the other for
the tennis game. 
EXEMPLIFYING IMAGE RETRIEVAL
In the concept language approach, we formally treat an artwork
as a communication medium whose content comprises a set of
artistry concepts communicated by a painterly language [24]. The
language consists of a set of artistry structures constructed out of
a lexicon of color artistry elecepts. For the purpose of this work,
we can think of colors as words and the perceptual elements of
colors as phonemes. It follows that an artistry structure has a
finite series of colors (respectively, perceptual elements), just as a
sentence in English has a finite sequence of words (respectively,
phonemes). Furthermore, not every sequence of words consti-
tutes a sentence. Thus, not every composition of colors is a well-
formed artistry structure. The set of rules used to generate all and
only well-formed artistry structures is called the color artistry
concept grammar. Once the color artistry language is defined, the
fundamental process in this approach is to derive the elecepts and
the concept grammar such that concept queries can be conceived
and expressed in terms of the color artistry elecepts and retrieval
can be treated as a process of collocating the set of documents for
which the query expression has a model.
To index the art documents, the lightness-chroma-hue
(LCH) sphere obtained from the color opponent sphere of the
CIE-LAB model is used. Consequently, the lexicon of color
artistry elecepts comprises all colors specifiable on the LCH
color solid, while the concept grammar roles are defined by
using the extended adjacent, opposite, triadic, and temperature
operators on that color solid. Nevertheless, as color is hardly
perceived in granule detail for general artistry use, a coarser
color system specified by means of a tolerance slice can be used.
Let the hue sectors be denoted by hk(1 ≤ k ≤ 36), where
h1, h2,..., h36, respectively represent 36 hue slices of 10° each
starting from 0◦ in the counter clockwise direction, where the
complementary pairs of hue sectors are approximated by the
distance of π between two color blocks on the hue-chroma disc;
then let the chroma steps be denoted by cm (1 ≤ m ≤ 6),
where c1, c2,..., c6 respectively represent the semantics of
gray, grayish, pale, moderate, strong, and vivid, where the com-
plementary pairs of chroma steps can be approximated by vivid-
grayish, strong-pale, and moderate-moderate; and let the
lightness levels be denoted by ln(1 ≤ n ≤ 7), where
l1, l2,..., l7 respectively repre-
sent the semantics of very dark,
dark, medium dark, medium,
medium light, light, and very
light, where the complementary
pairs of lightness levels can be
defined as very light-very dark,
light-dark, medium light- medium dark, and normal-normal. A
document thus can be represented by a vector of elecept terms
and term weights:
  dj =(h1c1l1,j, w1,j; h1c1l2,j, w2,j;..., h1c1l7,j,
w7,j h1c2l1j, w8,j;..., h36c6l7,j, w1512,j)
=(e1,j, w1,j; e2,jw2,j;...,e1512j, w1512,j),
where  hkcmln,j,( 1 ≤ k ≤ 36;1 ≤ m ≤ 6; 1 ≤ n ≤ 7) and
ei (1 ≤ i ≤ 1,512) denote the block-based color artistry ele-
cepts in document dj , while wi,j(1 ≤ i ≤ 1,512) represents the
weights associated with the ith elecept term in the document
dj. The matrix of elecept term vectors for the document collec-
tion thus can be created. 
Consequently, the query for color artistry concepts can be
conveniently expressed by using keywords on a simple interface
and be expanded into the elecept terms for query operation. For
example, the search for a triadic color scheme for red hue can be
operated as:
rTriadic(red, hue) = rTriadic(h36c6l4   h1c6l4, hue)
=∃triadic.hue(h36c6l4   h1c6l4,)
= (h12c6l4   h13c6l4,  h24c6l4   h25c6l4).
Once a query is expanded into elecept terms, relevant images
can be computed by various similarity metrics such as the
cosine similarity measure of the vector space model [23].
EXEMPLIFYING VIDEO RETRIEVAL
In this section, we describe the operation of a retrieval system
for tennis videos [25]. To deal with the tennis game concepts,
we explicitly make use of a tennis concept language (TCL) by
which the tennis game concepts are communicated. TCL com-
prises a finite lexicon of tennis elecepts and a tennis concept
grammar. Consequently, a tennis game concept can be seen as
a phrase or sentence constructed out of a series of tennis ele-
cepts coordinated by rules of the tennis concept grammar. The
fundamental operation here is to develop the TCL, index a ten-
nis video with the tennis elecepts, and embed the rules of the
tennis concept grammar into query operation.
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TENNIS ELECEPT INDEXING
Not all concepts are created equal in a tennis game. Some are
elementary while others compound. To derive the tennis ele-
cepts, we structure the numerous tennis concepts along the
competition hierarchy in a way similar to [26]. A tennis match is
organized as a hierarchy of match, set, game, point, and stroke,
where salient concepts at each level of the hierarchy are estab-
lished. At the levels of match, set, game, and point, the salient
concepts are associated with the information about the competi-
tion scores, whereas at the stroke level, the salient concepts are
those associated with the trace of the ball and the action skill of
the player: where the ball was hit, where it was returned, where
the players were, and how the player performed the hit. The first
three are salient concepts for characterizing the game strategy
while the last one deals with the action skills. Three sublan-
guages of TCL can thus be substantiated. The competition con-
cepts are expressions of the score language. The strategy
concepts are expressions of the position language, while the
action concepts are expressions of the player’s posture language.
This exemplification will further focus on the position language
through which many exciting skill and strategy concepts can be
facilitated. Having the scope specified, we refer to the position
elecepts simply as the tennis elecepts.
To represent the location of ball and players on the game
space, we segment the tennis court into a board of tiles. The
court can be segmented differently for different requirements.
The simple form is illustrated in Figure 1. Once the game space
is segmented into tiles, movement of the ball and players can be
expressed by using a game tile notation. For example, the move-
ment of ball in a particular point can be recorded by the
sequence of its landing position, e.g., D1-C6-B1-E8. In this
example, the ball was first served from D1 to the far right bracket
of the service court C6. It was then returned straight to the far
left end of the baseline B1 and then terminated by a zigzag
return to E8. Other tennis elecepts can be recorded in like man-
ner. To represent the tennis elecepts, a triplet (l, p, h) compris-
ing the ball landing spot (l), the ball hit
location (h), and the other player position
(p) at the time the hit occurred is used in
this work. Using the notation, (*, D1, C9)-
(C6, B8, C2) denotes that the ball was
served from D1, at the time the opponent
player was at C9. The ball then landed at
C6 then bounced towards and was
returned from B8, at that time the serving
player was at C2. In this tile notation, the
umpire stand has been used as the refer-
ence point where the upper left corner tile
faced by the umpire is set to tile A0. 
By using the game tile notation, ten-
nis elecepts can be represented as dis-
crete indexes. Unlike earlier works where
ball and player movements were main-
tained as continuous motion trajectories
[27]–[30], we index a tennis video by
using tennis elecepts. In the basic form, a tennis match video
is indexed by its game scores. Each score point is further
refined by the tennis elecepts represented by using the game
tile notation. An illustration of the indexes for the seventh
game in the fourth set of the 2002 U.S. Open final featuring
Agassi and Sampras is shown in Figure 2.
The tennis elecept indexes in turn allow content of a tennis
video to be communicated more easily. As they comprise only
discrete structures, a compact representation such as the
semantic description of MPEG-7 can be used. A portable descrip-
tion for the aforementioned game is illustrated in Figure 3. This
description is compact and machine readable. It is suitable for
online distribution and can be packed into the game broadcast
to support content profiling and other purposes.
TENNIS ELECEPT CUES
To detect the tennis elecepts, we use several tennis elecept cues.
As we are interested only in the position information at the
time when the ball touches ground or being hit by a player, the
elecept detection may need to center only on frames where
those events occur. Intuitively, the tag and tog sounds associat-
ed with the ball-hit event and the ball-land event in a typical
tennis video can be used as potent indicators for identifying the
occurrence of the ball-hit and ball-land events. Additionally,
audio cues associated with the net, fault, and out events, along
with visual cues identifying the numerous wide-angle court
views and the side of the umpire stand, also can be used. The
tennis elecept detection procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.
To detect the tag and tog elecept cues, only audio features
were employed in this work. The audio streams were down-sam-
pled to 16 KHz 16-b mono-channel format. Ten minutes of data
were collected and one half was used for training. Each audio
segment is of 25 ms with 50% overlaps. For each segment, fea-
tures comprising mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC),
zero-crossing rate (ZCR), and short-time energy (STE) were
extracted. These features are known to be discriminative for
[FIG1] Game space for movement notation of the game of singles.
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audio analysis and have been widely used [20]. Following the
extraction, a 10-dimensional feature vector comprising 1(STE)
+ 1(ZCR) + 8(MFCC) was used to characterize each audio seg-
ment. To detect the elecept cues, two ergodic HMMs were used.
Figure 5 shows an example of elecept cues in the game segment
illustrated in Figure 2. The dots on the land, hit, and out lines
respectively indicate instances where the ball-land event, the
ball-hit event, and the ball-out event occurred in the segment.
The elecept cues are useful in a number of accounts.
Individually, an elecept cue is used to locate the focus frame(s)
in which tennis elecepts are to be detected. Additionally, they
can also be used in groups for same and other purposes. For
example, in absence of a confident cue, such as the failure to
detect a ball-land cue where two consecutive ball-hit cues were
detected, the elecept cues can be used as a constraint to prune
the ball-land search-space to frames within the two ball-hit cues
alone. The elecept cues can also be used in association with
knowledge. For example, it is safe to assume that a ball-land event
be preceded by a ball-hit event. Thus, if only a ball-land event
was detected, one can assume that the preceding ball-hit event
had been omitted or missing in the segment. Furthermore, the
temporal characteristic of the elecept cues can also be used. In
Figure 5, it can be seen that all cues of a score point are tempo-
rally clustered where the distance of one cue to a nearby cue
measures only in the hundreds of milliseconds. On the other
hand a long pause exists between the last cue of a score point
and the first ball-hit cue of the next score point. Thus a long cue
pause broken by a ball-hit cue suggests the beginning of a score
point and a cue pause ending a series of elecept cues signifies
the end of a score point. Finally, elecept cues can also be used to
parse a tennis video into semantically important segments as
opposed to shots derived by frame similarity over the perceptual
features. In general, the use of elecept cues allows detection task
to be alleviated from the mass number of frames featuring spec-
tators and other non relevant scenes.
Once focus frames are extracted and their elecept cues estab-
lished, elecepts can be derived by using the techniques devel-
oped in [27] and [28]. In this work, the elecepts were derived by
superimposing the tile segments on the reconstructed tennis
court lines. First, some key segments of the court lines were
detected and used to project the complete court lines by using
the court geometry. Next, the tile segments were superimposed.
The positions of the players were then extracted by adaptive
template matching and approximated by using the center of the
bottom side of a bounding rectangle in the tile superimposed
image. The player position was both used to represent the player
position elecept and the ball-hit elecept. Meanwhile to detect the
ball-land elecept, the hue and saturation cues of characteristic
to tennis ball identified in [30] were used. In practice, the ball
detection has been difficult due to the size and color quality of
[FIG2] Elecept representation of a tennis match.
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the ball in the videos used in our experiment. Thus the ball-land
position may need to be detected by tracking the ball’s direction
over a number of frames. For practical reason, simplification has
been made in this work. If the ball-land position could not be
ascertained on the focus frame, the position on the preceding or
posterior frames would be used to represent this elecept.
SENTENCES OF ELECEPTS
To illustrate the retrieval of tennis videos by sentences of ele-
cepts, two prototypes are exemplified in this sec-
tion. In the first instance, the tennis elecepts are
organized as directed graphs (digraphs). Consider
the elecepts of the game segment illustrated in
Figure 2. The digraph is illustrated in Figure 6.
In the figure, the black dots represent the posi-
tions where the ball landed, the white dots denote
where the ball was hit, and the subscripted trian-
gles signify where the player was standing at the
time the ball was hit by the opponent player. Now
let G be a directed graph with ordered vertices
p1, p2,...,pn representing our game tiles
sequenced from A0, A1,..., F9. We define the adja-
cency matrix A = (eij) over the set of nonnegative
integers for which eij= the number of edges from
pi to  pj for all i, j= 1,2,...,60. Intuitively, the
movement concepts can be captured by using adja-
cency and position matrices. Additionally, we may
also construct a histogram of tennis elecepts
H = (hij) for i = A, B,..., F and  j= 0,1,...,9. In this case,
we simply relate the elements of H with the game tiles of same
spatial positions where hij denote the number of elecept events
occurred at the i,j elements.
Figure 7 illustrates an example of the tennis elecept his-
tograms. HBLH denotes the histogram matrix for the ball-land
and ball-hit elecepts, HP-Left and HP-Right respectively repre-
sent the histogram matrix for the movement of the player on
the left half and the right half of the court. These matrices
can be used to operate various position based queries. For
example, the baseline-player concept can
be sufficiently characterized by the accu-
mulation of elecept events in the first and
second column of the player histogram
matrix. Note that HP-Right has been mir-
rored for convenience. The adjacency and
histogram matrix of tennis elecepts can
also be used to support analytical search.
For instance, the skill to drive a good ball
return may be specified by the spatial dis-
tance between the ball-land spot and the
position of the opponent player when the
ball was hit. Consequently, search for the
ball driving skill concept can be defined and
performed by ranking average distances
between the ball-land elecepts and the posi-
tion elecepts of the receiving player.
Alternatively, we can organize the tennis elecepts with invert-
ed indexes. An inverted index can be created for each of the tennis
elecepts. An inverted index E−1 = (ei, sj, pk, tn) is defined by a
tuple composed of vocabulary and occurrences. The vocabulary
comprises the elecept terms ei, while the occurrences comprise
the identity of the point segment sj, the relative sequence position
pk, and the time tn when the elecept term appears in the score
point. For instance, the inverted index of the ball-land elecept for
the game segment illustrated in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 8. 
[FIG5] Illustration of the elecept cue points in a game segment.
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[FIG4] Detecting elecept indexes by using context hints.
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[FIG3] Portable description of a tennis game.
[Event ''US Open 2002 Final'']
[Location ''New York, USA'']
[Date ''2002.09.08'']
[Set ''04'']
[Game ''07'']
[Player  Left ''Sampras, Pete'']
[Player Right ''Agassi, Andre'']
[Server ''Right'']
[Winner ''Right'']
[00-00] (*C9E0) (D3D1C8) (E9)
[15-00] (*D9B0) (C3C1D8) (C8C8D0) (C0)
[15-15] (*C9E0) (D3E1B8) (C8C9D1) (C0)
[15-30] (*D9B0) (C3C0D8) (C9)
[30-30] (*C9E0) (E3F1C8) (E7E9D1) (E0)
[30-40] (*D9B0) (B3A0D8) (F8)
[40-40] (*C9E0) (D3D0C8) (E8E9C0) (E2D0D9) (C7B9E0) (B2B0C9) (F7)
[AD-40] (*D9B0) (B3A1D8) (F7)IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE [122] MARCH 2006
An inverted index of elecepts can be used to operate a num-
ber of queries. In the simplest form, it can be used to collocate
game segments for events associated with an individual elecept
term. For example, we may search for game segments where the
ball landed on the lower right corner of the tennis court by
looking up for E8 in the inverted index of ball-land elecepts. The
search thus results in segment 7 been selected. Similarly, we
can search for game segments where the ball was hit from a spe-
cific location or where the player was standing at by using the
respective inverted indexes. Certainly, elecepts can also be coor-
dinated. A user may want to search for
game segments where the ball landed on
any corner of the tennis court instead of
just at E8. In this case the search can be
operated by “B1 OR B8 OR E1 OR E8” on
the inverted index of ball-land elecepts.
By extension, a compound query can
also be specified by using multiple ele-
cepts. For example, instead of searching
only for the ball-land position, a user
may search for game segments where
the ball was hit from D0 at a time when
the opposite player was not standing
behind the service line and the ball then
landed on E8. Let us represent ball-hit
with X, ball-land with L, and player-posi-
tion with P. Thus in elecept terms, the
query can be expressed as “XD0 AND
NOT (PB7 OR PC7 OR PD7 OR PE7)
AND LE8.” Furthermore, proximity
search can also be supported by using
sequence position and time information.
For example, when searching for the
previous query, we assume that the ball
that landed on E8 was indeed the one
that was hit from D0. This relationship
can be more stringently enforced by
using the adjacent operator (ADJ). The
query thus becomes “XD0 ADJ LE8.” The
ADJ operator is performed by using the
segID and Pos in the inverted index illus-
trated in Figure 8. More specifically, two
elecept terms are said to be in adjacent
relationship if they occurred in consecu-
tive sequential order in a segment. For
instance, the previous query can be fur-
ther restricted by ascertaining that term
XDO did take place before term LE8 by
computing (Pos XD0 < Pos LE8) AND
(segID XD0 = segID LE8). We can fur-
ther extend the expressiveness of posi-
tion-based queries by introducing the
within (W) operator to define distance in
a sequential order. In this case, a user
may also search for the pattern of game-
play where the player drove a crosscourt
corner ball and within three strokes
delivered a drop shot. Intuitively, invert-
ed indexes can also be created for the
elecept histograms and adjacency matrix
[FIG7] Histogram of tennis elecepts.
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[FIG8] Inverted index for the ball-land elecept.
No Ball-Land (segID; Pos; Time)
B2 1 (7;6;501)
B3 2 (6;2;52) (8;2;50)
C0 (2;4;248) (3;4;259)
C3 (2;2;52) (4;2;50)
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[FIG6] Digraph of tennis elecepts.
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described earlier. Their representation will allow even more
semantic queries to be supported meaningfully and efficiently.
CONCLUSIONS
Semantics vary in complexity. Some are elementary, while oth-
ers compound. If we name each elementary concept with a
word, we can speak the sentences of words. In this article, we
presented a retrieval approach that uses concept languages to
deal with nonverbally expressed information in multimedia. In
operation, a finite number of elecepts of a concept language are
identified and used to index multimedia documents. The ele-
cepts then allow a large number of compound semantic queries
to be expressed and operated as sentences of elecepts. We believe
that managing semantics by concept languages is a prudent
proposition. Not only does it extend an intuitive query regime
where semantic queries can be specified more expressively and
extensively, the approach also allows concept detection to be
restricted to a more manageable sum of semantic classes. Two
example applications were discussed in this article. One uses a
color artistry language to retrieve art images and the other uti-
lizes a tennis concept language to retrieve tennis videos. In the
former, perceptual features and elecepts were equatable. The
color artistry elecepts were histograms of a special color sphere.
In the latter, their differences were clear. Perceptual features
were still used, but they were used only for detecting the ele-
cepts. Lastly, we note that a number of simplifications were
made in this work. Some were for good practical reasons and
others plainly served to call for more studies to let the journey
of elecepts begins.
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